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Abstract—As throughput, scalability, and energy efficiency in network-on-chips (NoCs) are becoming critical, there is a growing

impetus to explore emerging technologies for implementing NoCs in future multicore and many-core architectures. Two disruptive

technologies on the horizon are nanophotonic interconnects (NIs) and 3D stacking. NIs can deliver high on-chip bandwidth while

delivering low energy/bit, thereby providing a reasonable performance-per-watt in the future. Three-dimensional stacking can reduce

the interconnect distance and increase the bandwidth density by incorporating multiple communication layers. In this paper, we

propose an architecture that combines NIs and 3D stacking to design an energy-efficient and reconfigurable NoC. We quantitatively

compare the hardware complexity of the proposed topology to other nanophotonic networks in terms of hop count, network diameter,

radix, and photonic parameters. To maximize performance, we also propose an efficient reconfiguration algorithm that dynamically

reallocates channel bandwidth by adapting to traffic fluctuations. For 64-core reconfigured network, our simulation results indicate that

the execution time can be reduced up to 25 percent for Splash-2, PARSEC, and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. Moreover, for a

256-core version of the proposed architecture, our simulation results indicate a throughput improvement of more than 25 percent and

energy savings of 23 percent on synthetic traffic when compared to competitive on-chip electrical and optical networks.

Index Terms—Nanophotonics, CMP, 3D stacking, reconfigurable, NoC

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE ITRS roadmap predicts that complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) feature sizes will shrink

from 32 nm to sub-17 nm within the next few years, thereby
increasing the number of cores that can be integrated on a
single chip [1]. Recent projections have shown that it will be
possible to have as many as 256 cores on-chip by 2017 [2],
[3]. As the design of the communication fabric has become
more challenging, a growing number of multicore designs
have adopted the network-on-chips (NoCs) design para-
digm for enhancing scalability and improving reliability.
While metallic interconnects can provide the required
bandwidth due to shorter wires between cores as seen in
NoCs, ensuring high-speed intercore communication within
the allocated power budget in the face of technology scaling
(and increased leakage currents) will become a major
bottleneck for future multicore designs [4], [5]. Moreover,
fundamental signaling limitations (reflections, crosstalk),
electromagnetic interference (EMI), clock skew, and other

problems associated with metallic interconnects will only
exacerbate the power dissipation problem and thereby limit
the performance of future multicores [5].

Nanophotonic interconnects (NIs) are under serious
consideration for meeting the communication requirements
of future multicores [2], [3]. NIs can provide several power-
performance advantages that could prove to be critical for
future on-chip communication such as higher bandwidth
by multiplexing wavelengths on the same fiber/waveguide
(wavelength-division multiplexing), increasing the band-
width density by having multiple waveguides/fibers
(space-division multiplexing), and reducing the energy/
bit by dissipating energy only at the endpoints of the
communication channel [2], [3], [6], [7], [8]. Although most
prior designs have focused on 2D designs, signal paths can
have a large number of waveguide crossings or require long
waveguides for routing of packets from the source to
destination. Waveguide crossings or intersections can result
in significant power loss and backreflections due to the
changes in the refractive index [7]. Another technology that
is at the forefront for improving performance and reducing
power consumption is 3D stacking. A common way to
connect these layers vertically is using through silicon vias
(TSVs) [9], [10], [11], [12]. The pitch of these vertical vias is
very small ð4 �m-10 �mÞ, and delays of the order of 20 ps
for a 20-layer stack. One of the critical challenges facing
3D integration is higher thermal and power dissipation
density, which can be overcome with strategic placement of
components and advanced cooling techniques [11].

In this paper, we exploit the advantages of two emerging
technologies, NIs and 3D stacking with reconfiguration to
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design a high-bandwidth and energy-efficient interconnect
architecture called OCMP, an on-chip multilayer photonic
NoC architecture. OCMP consists of 16 decomposed NI-
based crossbars placed on four optical communication
layers, thereby, eliminating waveguide crossings and the
need for long snake-like waveguides resulting in a reduction
in optical power losses. In addition, the static channel
allocation (wavelengths, waveguides) proposed for OCMP
can provide good performance for uniform traffic; however,
for nonuniform and varying traffic, the static allocation
could lead to network congestion. Therefore, to maximize
the performance for varying applications with limited
resources, we also propose dynamic reconfiguration by
reallocating the available network bandwidth based on
application demands. To limit the complexity of the
reconfiguration algorithm, we restrict the bandwidth re-
allocation only to the adjacent layers in our proposed
architecture. This is accomplished by monitoring the traffic
load and applying a reconfiguration algorithm that works
in the background without disrupting the on-going
communication. Our simulation results on 64-cores and
256-cores using synthetic traffic, SPEC CPU2006, Splash-2
[13], and PARSEC [14] benchmarks provide energy savings
up to 23 percent and outperform other leading NIs up to
25 percent for adversial traffic via reconfiguration. Con-
tributions of this work are as follows:

1. We propose a 3D stacked NIs that eliminate wave-
guide crossing and the need for long snake-like
waveguides. The optical signals traverse multiple
layers in OCMP using micro-ring resonators ar-
ranged in racetrack configuration that reduces TSVs
and electrical power dissipation.

2. We quantitatively compare various nanophotonic
topologies such as Corona, Firefly, and OCMP in
terms of router complexity and photonic components.

3. We propose a reconfiguration algorithm that max-
imizes the available bandwidth by reconfiguring the
network at runtime.

4. We evaluate our reconfiguration algorithm on
synthetic traffic (uniform, permutation) as well as
on real application traces collected via SIMICS and
GEMS [15].

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we focus on the prior work on two important
areas using NIs: 1) architectures and 2) technology. At the
architecture level, there have been several NIs proposed
that tackle different issues such as intercore communica-
tion, memory communication, and arbitration protocols [2],
[3], [6], [8], [16], [17], [18], [19]. As this work is related to
intercore communication, we restrict the discussion to few
NIs. Shacham et al. [6] proposed a circuit-switch NI with
electronic setup and photonic tear-down to optimize the
power and performance for large-size packets seen in
scientific applications. Vantrease et al. [2] proposed a 3D
stacked 256-core NI to completely remove all electrical
interconnect by designing an optical crossbar and token
control. Due to sharing of resources, contention can be high
as well as the cost and complexity of designing an optical
crossbar for very high core counts. Firefly is an optoelec-
tronic NI [8] that reduces the crossbar complexity of [2] by

designing smaller optical crossbars connecting select
clusters and implementing electrical interconnect within
the cluster. While Firefly was able to reduce hardware cost,
energy consumption increased due to increased electrical
hops. In the more recent “macrochip” NI [16], multiple
many-core chips have been integrated in a single package
and multiphase arbitration protocols for communication
have been proposed. Kirman et al. [19] have proposed an
oblivious multilayer NI using torus topology that uses
multiple nanophotonic layers for increased bandwidth.
FlexiShare [18] is an optical crossbar that combines the
advantages of both Corona (single-read, multiple-write)
and Firefly (multiple-read, single-write). OCMP differs
from FlexiShares as OCMP creates new communication
channels within an existing framework. While FlexiShare is
concerned with improving bandwidth in the time domain
(more slots on more channels), R-OCMP (reconfigured-
OCMP) improves performance on both space and time
domains with a gradient of bandwidth (different percen-
tages), which enables better overall performance. Recently,
MPNoCs, a 3D NI [20], was proposed that uses multiple
layers to create a crossbar with no optical waveguide
crossover points. While MPNoCs uses TSVs for interlayer
communication which consumes more power, OCMP is
designed using microring resonators to traverse multiple
layers. In addition, we uniquely improve the performance
by implementing dynamic reconfiguration for synthetic as
well as real applications.

On the technology front, most NIs adopt an external laser
(whose power is included in the total power budget) and on-
chip modulators. Micro-ring resonators (MRRs) have become
a favorable choice due to smaller footprint (10 �m), lower
power dissipation (0.1 mW), high bandwidth (>10 Gbps),
and low insertion loss (1 dB) [21], [3], [22], [23]. MRRs serve as
modulators at the transmitter side and as filters at the receiver
side. Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
compatible waveguides allow for signal propagation of on-
chip light. Waveguides with micron-size cross-sections
(5:5 �m) and low-loss (1.3 dB/cm) have been demonstrated
[21], [22], [23]. Recent work has shown the possibility of
multiplexing 64 wavelengths within a single waveguide with
60 GHz spacing between wavelengths, although the demon-
stration was restricted to four wavelengths [3], [21]. An
optical receiver performs the optical-to-electrical conversion
of data, and consists of a photodetector, a transimpedance
amplifier (TIA), and a voltage amplifier [24], [25]. Recently, a
Si-CMOS-Amplifier with energy dissipation of about
100 fJ/bit and a data rate of 10 Gbps was demonstrated [24].
Recent advances have opened up the door to design 3D on-
chip nanophotonic interconnects. Jalali’s group at UCLA has
fabricated a SIMOX (Separation by IMplantation of Oxygen)
3D sculpting to stack optical devices on top of each other [26]
to create multilayer optical interconnects. Lipson group at
Cornell has successfully buried active optical ring modulator
in polycrystalline silicon [27]. Moreover, recent work on
using silicon nitride has shown the possibility of designing
multilayer 3D integration of photonic layers [28]. Clearly,
there are several techniques of integrating optical compo-
nents on multiple layers; one such technique will be described
in the following section.
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3 ON-CHIP MULTILAYER PHOTONIC ARCHITECTURE

The proposed OCMP architecture consists of 256 cores in
64 tile configuration on a 400 mm2 3D IC. As shown in Fig. 1,
256 cores are mapped on a 8� 8 network with a concentra-
tion factor of 4, called a tile [29]. From Fig. 1a, the bottom
layer, called the electrical die (adjacent to the heat sink),
contains the cores, caches, and the memory controllers. Each
core has its own private L1 cache and shared-L2 cache which
connects four cores together to create a tile. The left inset
shown in Fig. 1b illustrates a tile. The grouping of cores
allows for a reduction in the cost of NIs as every core does
not require lasers attached and more importantly, facilitates
local tile communication through a shared-L2 cache. Each
tile has a slice of shared-L2 cache along with directory
information; memory addresses are interleaved across
shared-L2. For 64-core version, we have 16 memory con-
trollers located within the chip; as we scale to 256 cores, we
can increase the number of memory controllers (this has not
been modeled, as we assumed synthetic traffic for 256 cores).
There are two key motivations for designing decomposed
NI-based crossbars. First, an optical crossbar is desired
to retain a one-hop network; however, a long winding

waveguide connecting all the processors increases the signal
attenuation (and thereby requires higher laser power to
compensate). Second, decomposed crossbars on multiple
layers eliminate waveguide crossings; this naturally reduces
signal attenuation when compared to 2D networks where
waveguide intersection losses can be a substantial overhead.

3.1 Proposed Implementation

To utilize the advantage of a vertical implementation of
signal routing, we propose the use of separate optical and
core/cache systems unified by a single set of connector
vias. The upper die, called the optical die, consists of the
electro-optic transceiver layer which is driven by the cores
via TSVs and four decomposed nanophotonic crossbar
layers. To this extent, electro-optic layer of the optical
system contains all the optoelectronic components (mod-
ulators, detectors) required for the optical routing as well as
the off-chip optical source coupling elements. Layers 0-3
contain optical signal routing elements, composed almost
exclusively of MRRs and bus waveguides, with the
exception of the electrical contacts required for ring
heatings and reconfiguration (these are explained later).
The top inset of Fig. 1b shows the interconnect for layer 0,
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Fig. 1. Proposed 256-core 3D chip layout. (a) Electrical die consists of the core, caches, the memory controllers, and TSVs to transmit signals
between the two dies. The optical die on the lower most layer contains the electro-optic transceivers and four optical layers. (b) 3D chip with four
decomposed nanophotonic crossbars with the top inset showing the communication among one group (layer 0) and the bottom inset showing the tile
with a shared cache and four cores. The decomposition, slicing, and mapping of the three additional optical layers: (c) optical layer 1, (d) optical
layer 2, and (e) optical layer 3.
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whereas Figs. 1c, 1d, and 1e show layers 1-3. We determine
the optimum number of optical layers by analyzing the
requirement such that all groups can communicate while
preventing waveguide crossing. For example, if Group 0/
Group 3 are connected together, then only intragroup
communication between Group 1 and Group 2 can take
place without waveguide crossing. Therefore, based on this
reasoning, we concluded that we will require at least four
optical layers. We also provide electrical contact between
layers 0/1 and 2/3 to tune ring resonators required for
reconfiguration. Vertical coupling of resonators can be very
well controlled as intermediate layer thicknesses can be
controlled to tens of nanometers [30].

The core region of the optical layer is composed of ZnO
which is chosen due to its extreme low optical loss in
the C-band region, high crystal quality at low deposition
temperatures on amorphous substrates [31], high index of
refraction (n-2 for 1:55 �m), high electro-optical coefficient
for efficient modulation [32], and high process selectivity to
standard CMOS materials. The fabrication of optical layers 0-
3 follows a similar process of PECVD deposition of SiO2, RF
sputtering of ZnO, photolithography and etching to define
resonators and waveguides, spin deposition of a planarizing
compound (such as spin on glass (SOG), benzocyclobutene
(BCB), or Cytop), and an O2-plasma etchback for planariza-
tion. An electro-optic layer will also require the additional
steps of e-beam Ge deposition and photolithography for the
definition of the photodetectors, as well as the RF sputtering
of indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) contacts for both the
modulated rings and Ge detectors.

3.2 Quantitative Comparison: Corona, Firefly, and
OCMP

In the proposed 3D layout, we divide tiles into four groups
based on their physical location. Each group contains 16 tiles.
Unlike the global 64� 64 nanophotonic crossbar design in
[2] and the hierarchical architecture in [8], OCMP consists of
16 decomposed individual nanophotonic crossbars mapped

on four optical layers as shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d.
Each nanophotonic crossbar is a 16� 16 crossbar connecting
all tiles from one group to another (12 intergroup and 4
intragroup). It should be noted that the proposed architec-
ture cannot be designed for arbitrary number of cores;
OCMP is restricted to 64- and 256-core versions only. It is
composed of many multiple-write-single-read (MWSR)
nanophotonic channels. A MWSR nanophotonic channel
allows multiple nodes the ability to write on the channel but
only one node can read the channel, and therefore requires
arbitration. If the arbitration is not fair (early nodes have
more priority than later nodes), then latency and starvation
could become a problem. On the other hand, a single-write-
multiple-read (SWMR) channel allows only one node the
ability to write on the channel but multiple nodes can read
the data, and therefore requires efficient signal splitters
and more power. A reservation-assisted subnetwork has
been proposed in Firefly [8], where MRRs divert light only to
those nodes that require the data; thus, SWMR can reduce
the power but comes at a price of higher complexity and
cost. Therefore, in this paper, we adopt MWSR combined
with a token slot [2] to improve the arbitration efficiency and
implement a fair-sharing of the communication channels.

To further illustrate the difference between OCMP and
other leading nanophotonic networks, Fig. 3 illustrates the
topologies of Corona and Firefly. In Fig. 3a, the optical
crossbar topology for a 64-core version of Corona is shown
[2]. Each waveguide in Corona traverses around all the tiles,
where every tile can write onto a waveguide but only one
tile can read a waveguide. In Fig. 3b, the optical topology
for a 64-core version of Firefly is shown [8]. Firefly
concentrates few local tiles into a group using an electrical
Mesh network and then the same numbered tiles in
different grffoups are connected using photonic SWMR
interconnects. Table 1 shows the optical device require-
ments for 64- and 256-core versions of Corona, Firefly, and
OCMP. As Firefly is an optoelectronic network, the hop
count is more than either Corona or OCMP, but reduces the
radix of the network from 8 to 6. OCMP requires the
maximum number of ring resonators due to multiple layers
that are designed to prevent waveguide crossings. Firefly
requires the most photodetectors because each tile can
receive data from four other tiles simultaneously. The last
rows indicate the performance metric of average hop count
and energy from running uniform traffic (more details are
given in Section 5). OCMP and Corona are single hop
networks; however, because of the decomposition, OCMP
offers lower energy for communication.
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Fig. 2. The layout of different waveguides for (a) layer 0 communication,
(b) layer 1 communication, (c) layer 2 communication, and (d) layer 3
communication.

Fig. 3. The network layout for (a) Corona [2] and (b) Firefly [8].
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3.3 Intra- and Intergroup Communication

Each waveguide used within a nanophotonic crossbar has
only one receiver which we define as receivers home
channel. During communication, the source tile sends
packets to their destination tile by modulating the light
on the home channel of the destination tile. An off-chip
laser generates the required 64 continuous wavelengths,V
¼ �0; �1; �2::::�63. For optical layer 0, a 32 waveguide

bundle is used for communication between Groups 1 and 2
and two 16 waveguide bundles are used for communica-
tion within Groups 0 and 3. For intergroup communication
between 1 and 2, the first 16 waveguide bundle is routed
past Group 1 tiles so that any tile within Group 1 can
transmit data to any destination tile in Group 2. Similarly,
the next 16 waveguide bundle is routed past Group 2, so
that any tile within Group 2 can communicate with a
destination tile located within Group 1. The bidirectional
arrows illustrate that light travels in both directions and
depends on which group is the source and the destination.
The remaining two independent waveguide bundles
(16 waveguides) are used for intragroup communication
for Groups 0 and 3, respectively. Therefore, we require a
total of 64 waveguide bundle per layer. A detailed
decomposition and slicing of the crossbar on the other
three layers is shown in Figs. 1c, 1d, and 1e. To further
illustrate a decomposed crossbar optical layer, Figs. 2a, 2b,
2c, and 2d shows three waveguide layouts for layer 0-layer
3. Each group in the figure only has four tiles and only
three waveguides are shown for clarity. The two in-
tragroup waveguides are used for the four tiles in Group 0
and the four tiles in Group 3 to communicate with each
other. These waveguides are first routed past the four tiles
in the group which allows the tiles to write onto the
waveguide. Then the waveguide is routed back to the tile
that will read the optical data. For the waveguide in
Group 0, the top left tile reads the data and for the
waveguide in Group 3, the bottom right tile reads the data.
The third waveguide in the figure shows the intergroup
communication, where Group 2 tiles can communicate
with the top left tile in Group 1.

4 RECONFIGURATION

As future multicores will run diverse scientific and
commercial applications, networks that can adapt to
communication traffic at runtime will maximize the avail-
able resources while simultaneously improving the perfor-
mance. To implement reconfiguration, we propose to
include additional MRRs that can switch the wavelengths
from different layers to create a reconfigurable network.
These MRRs are placed at points where the waveguide
bundles from different layers will be in close proximity to
each other. Furthermore, we also propose a reconfiguration
algorithm to monitor traffic load and dynamically adjust the
bandwidth by reallocating excess bandwidth from under-
utilized links to overutilized links.

4.1 Implementation

While reconfiguration can improve performance, it is
essential to reduce the redundancy of components that are
needed to achieve reconfiguration. Therefore, dynamic
reconfiguration in R-OCMP will be limited to adjacent
communication layers where bandwidth from one layer
will be routed to another under different traffic and load
conditions. Due to hardware and reconfiguration complex-
ity, we restrict the reconfiguration that can take place in
layers 0/1 and layers 2/3. MRRs are placed between the
two layers (0/1 and 2/3) at locations where the waveguides
are routed above each other. These micro-ring resonators,
when activated, will switch data from one waveguide to
another in a racetrack configuration. At every switch point,
we require the entire wavelength bundle that can switch
from one layer to the next.

To illustrate with an example, consider a situation where
tiles in Group 0 communicate only with tiles in Group 3.
Fig. 4 shows the reconfiguration mechanism. The static
allocation of channel for communication are in layer 2 as
shown in Fig. 4a. Suppose no tile within Group 1 (in layer 1)
communicates with Group 3, then we can reallocate the
bandwidth from Group 1 to Group 0 to communicate with
Group 3. To implement reconfiguration, however, we need
to satisfy two important requirements: 1) There should be a
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TABLE 1
Topology Comparison for Different Network Sizes, Radices, Concentration, and Diameter,

Where w and k Indicate the Number of Wavelengths and Radix of the Switch, Respectively
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source waveguide which should be freely available to start
the communication on a source layer, and 2) there should be
a destination waveguide which also should be freely
available to receive the extra packets. As shown in Fig. 4b,
as the two Groups 0 and 3 talk only to each other, we have
the first set of waveguides on layer 0 (generally used to

communicate within the group) available; therefore, this
satisfies the first condition. As Group 1 does not commu-
nicate with Group 3, we can utilize the destination
waveguide available in layer 1 and this satisfies the second
condition. The signal originates on layer 0, and then
switches to layer 1 to reach the destination. Note that this
additional channel is available in addition to layer 2 static
configuration, thereby doubling the bandwidth. In addition,
if need be, one more reconfiguration can occur as shown in
Fig. 4c where Group 0 can partially use the waveguide
statically used to communicate with Group 2 on layer 1 and
switch to Group 3 (communicating with itself) on layer 0.
Therefore, at most, we can increase the bandwidth to 3�
between two layers. As we restrict the reconfiguration to
adjacent layers of 0/1 and 2/3, we are limited to two
additional reconfiguration possibilities, i.e., Group 0 com-
municates with Group 3 on layer 2, which removes layer 3
as a reconfiguration choice, and confines reconfiguration
between Group 0 and 3 only to layers 0�> 1 and 1�> 0 as
shown in Figs. 4b and 4c. The only way to include layer 3
into the reconfiguration scenario will be to remove some of
the bandwidth from layer 2 (static) and allocate which
does not actually improve the communication bandwidth.
Therefore, the maximum bandwidth that we can reallocate
is restricted to 3� (one static and two dynamic). Table 2
shows all combinations that are possible between layers 0
and 1 in R-OCMP. The first column represents the nodes
within the group that are requesting additional bandwidth.
The second column represents the possible destination
group. The third column indicates the availability of source
waveguides and the fourth column indicates the destination
waveguides required to implement reconfiguration. In
future work, we will expand the problem size to include
any-group to any-layer reconfiguration.

4.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration Technique

In R-OCMP, reconfiguration algorithm reallocates band-
width based on historical information. Historical statistics
such as link utilization (Linkutil) and buffer utilization
(Bufferutil) are collected at the optical receiver of every
communication channel by hardware counters [33]. This
implies that each tile within a group will have four
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TABLE 2
Reconfiguration Combinations for Layer 0/Layer 1

Fig. 4. (a) Static communication between the source in Group 0 and
destination in Group 3. (b) Illustration of reconfiguration between
Groups 0 and 3 using partial waveguides from layers 0 and 1, and (c)
alternate reconfiguration between Groups 0 and 3 using partial
waveguides from layers 1 and 0.
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hardware counters (one for each of the three groups) that
will monitor traffic utilization. Both link and buffer
utilization are used, as link utilization provides accurate
information at low-medium network loads and buffer
utilization provides accurate information regarding high
network loads [33]. All these statistics are measured over a
sampling time window called reconfiguration window or
phase, Rt

W , where t represents the reconfiguration time
number t. This sampling window impacts performance, as
reconfiguring finely incurs latency penalty and reconfigur-
ing coarsely may not adapt in time for traffic fluctuations.
For calculation of Linkutil at configuration window t, we use
the following equation:

Linktutil ¼
PRW

cycle¼1 ActivityðcycleÞ
RW

; ð1Þ

where Activity(cycle) is 1 if a flit is transmitted on the link or
0 if no flit is transmitted on the link for a given cycle. For
calculation of Bufferutil at configuration window t, we use
the following equation:

Buffertutil ¼
PRW

cycle¼1 OccupyðcycleÞ=Totalbuffers
RW

; ð2Þ

where Occupy(cycle) is the number of buffers occupied at
each cycle and Totalbuffers is the total number of buffers
available for the given link. When traffic fluctuates dyna-
mically due to short-term bursty behavior, the buffers could
fill up instantly. This can adversely impact the reconfigura-
tion algorithm as it tries to reallocate the bandwidth faster
leading to fluctuating bandwidth allocation. To prevent
temporal and spatial traffic fluctuations affecting perfor-
mance, we take a weighted average of current network
statistics (Linkutil and Bufferutil). We calculate the Bufferutil as
follows:

Buffertw ¼
P

Buffert
util
�weightþBuffert�1

util

weightþ 1
; ð3Þ

where weight is a weighting factor and we set this to 3 in
our simulations [34].

After each Rt
W , each tile will gather its link statistics

(Linkutil and Bufferutil) from the previous window Rt�1
W and

send it to its local reconfiguration controller (RC) for
analysis. We assume that tile 0 of every group gathers the
statistics from the remaining tiles and this can be few bytes
of information that is periodically transmitted. Next, when
each RCi; ð8 i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3Þ, has finished gathering link and
buffer statistics from all its hardware controllers, each RCi

will evaluate the available bandwidth for each link
depending on the Linkt�1

util and Buffert�1
util and will classify

its available bandwidth into a select range of thresholds
�1�4 corresponding to 0 percent, 25 percent, 50 percent, and
90 percent. We never allocate 100 percent of the bandwidth
as the source group may have new packets to transmit
when the destination tile before the next RW . RCi will send
link information (availability) to its neighbor RCjðj 6¼ iÞ. If
RCj needs the available bandwidth, RCj will notify the
source and the destination RCs so that they can switch the
MRRs and inform the tiles locally of the availability. Once
the source/destination RCs have switched their reconfi-
guration MRRs, RCi will notify RCj that the bandwidth is
available for use. On the other hand, if a node within RCi

that throttled its bandwidth requires it back due to increase
in network demand, RCi will notify that it requires the
bandwidth back and afterward will deactivate the corre-
sponding MRRs. The above reconfiguration completes a
three-way handshake, where RCi first notifies RCj, then
RCj notifies RCi that RCj will use the addition bandwidth,
and finally RCi notifies RCj that the bandwidth can be
used. Table 3 shows a pseudo-reconfiguration algorithm
implemented in R-OCMP. We assume Linkutil ¼ 0:0
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Reconfiguration Algorithm for OCMP
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to indicate if the link is not being used, Lmin ¼ 0:10
to indicate if the link is underutilized, Lmin ¼ 0:25 and
Bcon ¼ 0:25 to indicate if the link is normal-utilized, and
Bcon ¼ 0:5 to indicate that the link is overutilized [33].

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance, power
efficiency, and area overhead of R-OCMP when compared
to competing electrical interconnects and NIs.

5.1 Simulation Setup

We first describe the simulation setup of the proposed
architecture. Our simulator models in detail the router
pipeline, arbitration, switching, and flow control. An
aggressive single-cycle electrical router is applied in each
tile and the flit transversal time is one cycle from the local
core to electrical router [35]. As the delay of optical/
electrical (O/E) and electrical/optical (E/O) conversion can
be reduced to less than 100 ps, the total optical transmission
latency is determined by physical location of source/
destination pair (1-5 cycles) and two additional clock cycles
for the conversion delay. In addition, a latency of 1 to
3 cycles was assumed for a tile to capture an optical token.
We assume an input buffer of 16 flits with each flit
consisting of 128 bits. The packet size is 4 flits which will
be sufficient to fit a complete cache line of 64 bytes. We
assume a supply voltage Vdd of 1.0 V and a router clock
frequency of 5 GHz [2], [8].

We compare OCMP architecture to two other crossbar-
like NIs, Corona [2] and Firefly [8], and two electrical
interconnects (Mesh and Flattened-Butterfly) [36]. We
implement all architectures such that four cores (one tile)
are connected to a single router. We assume a token slot for
both OCMP and Corona to pipeline the arbitration process
to increase the efficiency. Multiple requests can be sent from
the four local cores to optical channels to increase the
arbitration efficiency. We use Fly_Src routing algorithm [8]
for Firefly architectures, where intragroup communication

via electrical Mesh is implemented first and then intergroup
via NIs. For a fair comparison, we ensure that each
communication channel in either electrical or optical net-
work is 640 Gbps with 64 wavelengths. We also evaluate
by reducing the channel bandwidth to 16 wavelengths
and communication bandwidth limited to 160 Gbps. For
open-loop measurement, the packet injection rate is varied
from 0.1 to 0.9 of the network capacity, and packets are
injected according to the Bernoulli process based on the
given network load. We consider both uniform as well as
permutation traffic such as bit-complement (bitcomp), bit-
reversal (bitrev), transpose, butterfly, neighbor, and prefect
shuffle traffic patterns.

For closed-loop measurement, we collect traces from real
applications using the full execution-driven simulator
SIMICS from WindRiver, with the memory package GEMS
enabled [15]. We evaluate the performance of 64-core
versions of the networks on Splash-2 [13], PARSEC [14],
and SPEC CPU2006 workloads and 256-core version on
synthetic and workload completion traffic (a mixture of
synthetic traces). Table 4 shows the core and cache
parameters used for Splash-2, PARSEC, and SPEC2006
workloads. For Splash-2 traffic, we assume the following
kernels and workloads: FFT (16K particles), LU (512� 512
with a block size of 16� 16), radiosity (large room), raytrace
(teapot), radix (1 million integers), ocean (258� 258), FMM
(16K particles), and water (512 molecules). We consider six
PARSEC applications with medium inputs (blackscholes,
facesim, fluidanimate, freqmin, streamcluster, ferret, and
swaptions) and two workloads from SPEC CPU2006 (bzip
and hmmer).

The sizes of miss status holding registers (MSHRs) and
length of the reconfiguration window (RW ) were extracted
by running one of the PARSEC benchmarks (blackscholes).
We varied the size of MSHRs to determine the optimum
size for performance. From our simulations, a MSHR value
of 4 gives the best performance because a smaller MSHR
value does not inject enough traffic into the network for the
reconfiguration algorithm to improve the performance and
a larger MSHR saturates the network as many packets are
injected into the network. We keep this constant across all
applications. We choose 1,300 cycles as the reconfiguration
window size for our simulations as this provides the best
performance. In addition, we assumed a 100 cycle latency
for the reconfiguration to take place after each RW (three-
way handshake delay).

5.2 Simulation Results

5.2.1 Splash-2: 64 Cores

Fig. 5 shows the speedup for the Splash-2 applications [13].
From Fig. 5a, OCMP has about an average speedup of about
2.5 for each benchmark over the Mesh network for
64 wavelengths. In the water application, OCMP has the
highest speed-up with a factor of over 3 relative to Mesh.
This is a result of OCMP’s decomposed crossbars allowing
for fast arbitration of network resources (less contention) and
the reduced hop count relative to the Mesh network. In
Raytrace and FMM benchmarks, OCMP has the lowest
speedup factor of 2.2, which is contributed to the higher local
(few hops) traffic. Nearest-neighbor traffic creates more
contention for optical tokens with locally concentrated
destinations in OCMP. When OCMP is compared to
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Core and Cache Parameters Used for Splash-2, PARSEC,
and SPEC CPU2006 Application on SIMICS Using GEMS
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Flattened-Butterfly, OCMP has a 25-30 percent improve-
ment. As Flattened-Butterfly is a two-hop network and most
traffic under Splash-2 suite is two hops, the intermediate
router reduces the throughput of the network. When OCMP
is compared to Firefly, OCMP outperforms Firefly by about
as much as 38 percent which is a result of Firefly routing its
traffic through both electrical and optical networks. As for
Corona, both OCMP and Corona have similar SPLASH-2
traffic as both networks are similar in terms of their zero load
latency. R-OCMP has about a 5-12 percent improvement
over OCMP for the select range of Splash-2 traffic traces. For
FFT and LU applications, R-OCMP has the highest perfor-
mance improvement over OCMP at about 12 percent. Both
FFT and LU have communication patterns that can take
advantage of the reconfiguration algorithm as their commu-
nication patterns do not quickly change over time forcing the
network to keep reconfiguring and improving performance.
In the other applications (radiosity, raytrace, radix, ocean,
rmm, and water), R-OCMP has about a 5 percent increase in
performance over OCMP. This is a direct result of Splash-2
traffic traces resembling uniform traffic, which reduces the
bandwidth available for reconfiguration. Moreover, as we
simulate the application traces and not the actual applica-
tion, the reconfigurations algorithm does not have enough

time to adjust the bandwidth before the traffic patterns
change again. Fig. 5b shows the results in a resource-
constrained environment with only 16 wavelengths. As seen,
the results show an average gain of over 25 percent across
various applications. Clearly, as the available bandwidth is
reduced, the performance gains increases due to more
contention for limited bandwidth where our reconfiguration
algorithm can allocate more spare idle channels.

5.2.2 PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006: 64 Cores

Fig. 6a shows the speedup for 64 wavelengths. OCMP
shows an average of 2� speedup compared to Mesh and 10-
40 percent improvement over Flattened-Butterfly and Fire-
fly architectures. When Corona and OCMP are compared to
each other, OCMP is able to outperform Corona for most
applications except swaptions and bzip. The reason for
improved performance over Corona is primarily due to the
communication pattern which makes use of all the four
decomposed crossbars to be used simultaneously, thereby
sending more data on the network when compared to
Corona. For swaption and bzip application traffic, their
communication patterns do not take advantage of OCMP
decomposed crossbars and as such there is no significant
improvement. R-OCMP shows better improvement in
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Fig. 6. Simulation speedup for 64-core using PARSEC traffic traces with (a) 64 and (b) 16 wavelengths.

Fig. 5. Simulation speedup for 64-core using SPLASH-2 traffic traces with (a) 64 and (b) 16 wavelengths.
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performance for PARSEC/SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks
compared to Splash-2 traffic. Blackscholes has the largest
jump in performance by almost 20 percent when compared
to Corona and 15 percent when compared to OCMP. This
large increase in performance is contributed to the nature of
PARSEC applications which are more communication
intensive, and, therefore, the reconfiguration algorithm
maximizes the performance. PARSEC applications empha-
size on emerging workloads and future shared-memory
applications for the study of CMPs, rather than the network.
Fig. 6b shows the results when the number of wavelengths
is reduced to 16. The average speedup (geometric mean) for
PARSEC benchmarks increases to a factor of 15 percent
across all benchmarks when the wavelengths are reduced
highlighting the importance of reconfiguration in a
resource-constrained environment. It should be noted that
we have focused on minimizing the design complexity and
limiting the reconfiguration between only two layers. If all
layers are involved in reconfiguration, then the perfor-
mance improvement can be significantly higher as the
entire system bandwidth can be reallocated.

5.2.3 Synthetic Traffic: 256 Cores

The throughput for all synthetic traffic traces for 256-core
implementations are shown in Fig. 7 and is normalized to a
Mesh network (for uniform, the Mesh has a throughput of
624 GBytes per sec). OCMP has about a 2:5� increase in
throughput over Corona for uniform traffic due to the
decomposition of the nanophotonic crossbar. The decom-
posed crossbars allow for a reduction in contention for
optical tokens as now a single token is shared between 16 tiles
instead of 64 tiles as in Corona. Firefly slightly outperforms
OCMP for uniform traffic due to the contention found in the
decomposed nanophotonic crossbars. Moreover, Firefly uses
a SWMR approach for communication which does not
require optical arbitration. From the figure, OCMP slightly
outperforms Corona for bit-reversal and complements traffic
traces. This is due to lower contention for optical tokens in the
decomposed crossbars. OCMP significantly outperforms
Mesh for the bit-reversal, matrix-transpose, and complement
traffic patterns. In these traffic patterns, packets need to

traverse across multiple Mesh routers which in turn increases
the packet latency and thereby reduces the throughput.
When OCMP is compared to Firefly, OCMP outperforms
Firefly by 2:5�. In Firefly, most traffic patterns will require
packets to traverse across multiple electrical routers, and
then traversal across an optical link resulting in a reduction in
the number of packets that can be injected into the network as
compared to OCMP. R-OCMP is able to outperform OCMP
for complement, matrix-transpose, and perfect shuffle traffic
traces. These permutation traffic traces exhibit adversial
patterns which will benefit R-OCMP. In complement traffic,
R-OCMP has about a 55 percent increase in performance
when compared to OCMP. Complement traffic pattern
showcasing the best performance as a single source tile will
communicate with a single destination tile, thereby provid-
ing opportunities to improve performance via reconfigura-
tion.

5.3 Energy Comparison

The energy consumption of an NI can be divided into two
parts: electrical energy and optical energy. Optical energy
consists of the off-chip laser energy and on-chip MRRs
heating energy. In what follows, we first discuss the
electrical energy and then optical energy consumption.

5.3.1 Electrical Energy Model

Electrical energy dissipated includes the energy of the link,
router, and back-end circuit for optical transmitter and
receiver. We use ORION 2.0 [37] to obtain the energy
dissipation values for an electrical link and router, and
modify their parameters for 22 nm technology according to
ITRS. We assume all electrical links are optimized for delay
and the injection rate is 0.1. Moreover, we include the
energy dissipated in both planar and vertical links
(communicating only with layer 1). The length of electrical
links in Firefly and Mesh are 20 mm=8 ¼ 2:5 mm and
20 mm=16 ¼ 1:25 mm, respectively. The energy for planar
link is conservatively obtained as 0.15 pJ/bit for Firefly and
0.075 pJ/bit for Mesh under low swing voltage level [37]. It
should be mentioned that the energy per bit per distance is
the same in Firefly and Mesh network. A Mesh link
dissipates half the energy as Firefly link because a Mesh
link is half the distance of a Firefly link. For a 10-layer chip,
the vertical via is determined as �100-200 �m [16], which is
significantly less than planar links. As a result, the power
consumption of vertical links is very small. We neglect it
when we calculate our electrical link power model. For the
electrical router power, we calculate the energy dissipated,
per hop, in a 8� 8 router to be 0.30 pJ/bit [37]. A 5� 5
router with the same buffer size is 0.22 pJ/bit [37]. For the
8� 8 router, the clock contributes 0.047 pJ/bit, the buffers
contributes 0.07 pJ/bit, the crossbar contributes 0.178 pJ/bit,
switch arbiter contributes 0.0025 pJ/bit, and the VA arbiter
contributes 0.0025 pJ/bit. As for the 5� 5 router, the clock
contributes 0.034 pJ/bit, the buffers contribute 0.051 pJ/bit,
the crossbar contributes 0.135 pJ/bit, switch arbiter con-
tributes 0.0018 pJ/bit, and the VA arbiter contributes
0.0018 pJ/bit. For each optical transmitted bit, we need to
provide electrical back-end circuit for the transmitter end
and receiver end. We assume that the O/E and E/O
converter energy is 100 fJ/b, as predicted in [38].
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Fig. 7. Simulation results showing normalized saturation throughput for
seven traffic patterns for 256 cores.
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5.3.2 Optical Energy and Loss Model

The power dissipated in the optical link is determined by:
Plaser ¼ Prx þ Closs þMs where Plaser is the laser power, Prx

is the receiver sensitivity, Closs is the channel losses, and Ms

is the system margin. To perform an accurate comparison
with the other two optical architectures, we use the same
optical device parameters and loss values provided in [3], as
listed in Table 5.

Based on the energy model discussed in the previous
section, we calculate the energy parameters of all four
architectures as shown in Table 6. We test uniform,
complement, and butterfly traffic patterns with 0.1 injection
rate and obtain energy per-bit comparison as shown in
Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows the energy per bit for uniform traffic.
OCMP is the most energy-efficient network followed by
Corona and R-OCMP. R-OCMP saves 23.1 percent and
36.1 percent energy per bit when compared to Firefly and
Mesh, respectively. Fig. 8b shows the energy per bit for
complement traffic. For complement traffic, the average
energy per bit increases for Mesh, Flattened-Butterfly, and
Firefly architectures. This increase in power is contributed
to the higher hop count of complement traffic for uniform
traffic. Fig. 8c shows the average energy per bit for butterfly
traffic. In butterfly traffic, the average energy per bit for
Mesh and Flattened-Butterfly is lower than R-OCMP. As
most traffic is near neighbor traffic, higher energy is
dissipated in traversing through an optical link rather than

the shorter electrical link. It should be noted that when the

network injection rate increases, R-OCMP becomes much

more energy efficient than other three architectures.

5.4 Area Analysis

In this section, we analytically compare the optical and

electrical area overhead of OCMP to Firefly [8] and Corona

[2] NIs. For the optical area overhead, we considered the

area required for all waveguides, MRRs, and photodetectors.

For the electrical layer, we considered the area required for

all routers, electrical links, and electrical receiver circuitry.

Table 7 shows the area overhead of both optical and

electrical components used in the area calculation. In Table 7,

each router and electrical link values were obtained from

Orion 2.0 by directly scaling 32 nm technology values to

22 nm technology.
From our evaluation, we observe that both Corona and

Firefly require 10 percent more optical area than OCMP.
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Fig. 8. Average energy per-bit for electrical and NIs: (a) uniform traffic,
(b) complement traffic, and (c) butterfly traffic.

TABLE 7
Electrical and Optical Area Overhead for
Select Electrical and Optical Components

TABLE 6
Electrical Power Dissipation for Various NIs

TABLE 5
Electrical and Optical Power Losses

for Select Optical Components
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This may be counter-intuitive, but OCMP uses decomposed

crossbars that permit waveguides in OCMP to be shorter

than the long serpentine waveguides used in both Corona

and Firefly. In terms of electrical layer area overhead,

OCMP consumes 4� more electrical area than Corona. As

each tile is connected to four optical layers to facilitate

intergroup communication, each tile in turn should have

the ability to receive four signals instead of one as in

Corona. However, when OCMP is compared to Firefly in

terms of electrical area overhead, Firefly consumes about

75 percent more area. The proposed decomposed crossbars

allow each tile to receive data from four other tiles instead

of just one, thereby increasing the communication band-

width to each tile while reducing the optical area overhead.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a 3D-stacked NI called OCMP.

OCMP uses emerging NIs and 3D integration to reduce the

optical power losses found in 2D planar NoCs by decom-

posing a large 2D nanophotonic crossbar into multiple

smaller nanophotonic crossbar layers. In addition, we

proposed a reconfiguration algorithm that maximizes the

available bandwidth through runtime monitoring of net-

work resources and dynamically reallocating channel

bandwidth. Our simulation results indicate that the pro-

posed OCMP architecture with reconfiguration reduces the

execution time up to 25 percent for Splash2, PARSEC, and

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks when compared to electrical

networks (Mesh and Flattened-Butterfly) and photonic

networks (Corona and Firefly). Moreover, 256-core version

of OCMP provides an energy savings of 23 percent when

compared to state-of-the-art electrical and photonic net-

works. The proposed reconfigurable OCMP architecture

that combines 3D-stacking with NI has several advantages

that can translate into reduced execution time and energy

savings for future many-core and multicore architectures.
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